
USB to USB-C Cable Mcdodo CA-4750 with LED light 1.2m (beige Ref: 6921002647502
USB to USB-C Cable Mcdodo CA-4750 with LED light 1.2m (beige)

Mcdodo CA-4750 Lightning cable 1.2m (beige)
If you are looking for a cable that combines excellent performance, exceptional durability and modern design, then the Mcdodo CA-4750
Cable is the perfect choice for you. It is a reliable accessory that will significantly facilitate your charging and data synchronization. See
what Mcdodo can offer you! 
 
Fast charging
The  Mcdodo  CA-4750  cable  features  a  6A  output,  and  what's  more,  its  maximum  power  is  100W,  which  means  you  can  enjoy  fast
charging of your devices. You no longer have to wait long for your smartphones, tablets or other devices to be ready for use. This is a
solution for those who value time and efficiency. An additional advantage of this cable is the LED indicator, which makes it easy to use in
the dark. Now you can easily find the ports and connect your devices, even when you are in complete darkness.
 
Durable material
Made of top-quality materials, including TPE and silicone, this cable is not only durable, but also resistant to mechanical damage. This
means  you  don't  have  to  worry  about  the  cable  getting  damaged  during  daily  use.  It's  ready  to  withstand  a  lot  of  plugging  and
unplugging.
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	Manufacturer
	Mcdodo
	Model
	CA-4750
	Function
	Charging and data synchronization
	Output
	6A current
	Length
	1.2m
	Power
	100W max
	Material
	TPE+ silicone
	Additional features
	LED indicator, easy to find in the dark
	Interface
	Lightning 
	Color
	Beige

Preço:

€ 5.01

Acessórios para computadores, Cabos, USB
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